2033 POWER CLEAN
WHEEL ACID
BE GREAT! . . . . BE DISTINCTIVE!

PRODUCT INFORMATION SHEET

Description:
POWER CLEAN is a blend of hydrofluoric, phosphoric, and sulfuric acids
and several surfactants. POWER CLEAN is used to remove rust, brake dust, and dirt and
grime from aluminum rims and factory chrome wheels. POWER CLEAN is also used to
brighten aluminum at truck wash facilities. Pink color.
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Features:
 Multiple acids and surfactants
 Fast acting and removes brake dust and road film
 Concentrated formulation



Benefits:
 Cleans and brightens in one easy step
 No heavy scrubbing necessary
 Very economical per use cost



Use for:
 Aluminum and chrome wheels, chrome wheel covers, and wire wheels
 Unsurpassed cleaning of brake dust
 Aluminum brightening at truck wash facilities



How to use:
 NOTE: This product will cause irreparable eye and skin damage. Read the product label
thoroughly before using. Consult MSDS for complete safety information before using.
Always wear protective gloves, apron, and goggles when using this product.
 Ready to use or can be diluted up to 1:4 with water
 Apply this product to wheels that are cool to the touch
 Test a small, inconspicuous area of the wheel to ensure compatibility
 Doing one wheel at a time, spray product directly on wheel
 Allow to dwell for no more than one minute. Scrubbing may be necessary on stubborn
areas.
 Rinse wheel thoroughly with hard stream of water

NPE
FREE



Tech Tip:
This product cleans by etching wheel's metal surface. Frequent applications
may damage the surface.

 Order by these numbers:

This product contains
NO PHOSPHATES

20333 quart
20334 gallon
2033S 5 gallon sq
20336 30 gallon
20337 55 gallon drum
2033P Product Information Sheet

QUALITY PRODUCTS FOR PROFESSIONAL DETAILERS AND CAR WASH OPERATORS WORLDWIDE

DISTINCTIVE DETAILS, INC.  PO Box 59422  Pittsburgh, PA 15210  go2DD.com  1.800.243.5389

